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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Florenzio Nunez put on a well-informed demo on his self-centering fixture including some other ways to use it other than finishing eggs, not
limited to but some added possibilities for using it to finish a sphere, holding a pool ball to be able to turn it and use it as an embellishment for
other projects.
Our attendance was 27 including visitors Kirby, Joe & Baer Mize and Florenzio’s daughter Margaret.
Keith Hughes and Rodney Quesenberry will be holding a brainstorming session just before the demo to help make sure we bring our club
demonstrations based on our interest. Come with your ideas…
This month’s demo will be performed by Buddy Compton well known for his turquoise inlays in his work, during this demo he will be
showing his technique using epoxy-based materials to fill the cracks in wood.
As always, I encourage all of our members to take what you have learned at the demonstration and try it in your shop….
Mentors, If you would like to offer a little of your time to be a mentor to others within our club come see me during this month’s meeting, I am
looking to give less experienced turners a direct line of communication with someone who has that experience to help….
Shawn Shirey

Inlaying on Fluted Turnings
Buddy Compton

For this project, the bowl blank can vary in size. It will depend on what type of design you want the bowl to be. Choose the blank cut the blank round on the bandsaw – find the center – drill a hole the same size as your drive center. I will now place the blank
between centers – square the ends – and cut the tenon on the bottom (tenon will be used for chucking purposes and will also
serve as the base of the finished piece). Turn the back of the bowl to your desired shape.

Fluting
Mark the back of the piece for fluting – depth of the flutes will need to be a little deeper than normal – about 3/8” deep – this
depth allows for the inlay to be placed in the flutes – inlay will be visible both on the outside and inside of the bowl upon
completion.
Keeps you on task for flute numbers

Flutes cut to depth

Inlay Materials
The inlay that I will be using is Apoxie Sculpt – comes in two parts – Part A and Part B – Has to be mixed and kneaded for
approximately 2minutes or until thoroughly mixed.

Take equal amounts of Part A and Part B and mix them together – Have a small dish of water handy to make the process
smoother – after mixing – Place the Apoxie Sculpt in the flute and be sure and push it to the bottom of the flute – Need some
overlap of the Apoxie Sculpt – After filling all the flutes, it will require at least 24 hours to completely set and harden.

Turning and Sanding
Turn the Apoxie Sculpt away from the outside of the bowl and even with the wood – or you can sand the Apoxie Sculpt until it is
smooth to the wood. Once the inlay is turned away – then sand the piece through 320 grit or to whatever grit you like. Turn the
piece around and put in the chuck and hollow the inside of the bowl.

Sand piece to finish – Jam chuck – check outside of bowl and finish the base.

Finish – I finish with Deft Lacquer (Satin) – Apply lacquer – rub with steel wool – spray lacquer– rub with steel wool – etc – I will
continue this process until I am satisfied with the finish and the look of the piece.

Finished Fluted Pieces
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Library Corner
The library is a great resource for information on most all aspects of woodturning as well as woodworking including furniture
Topics covered by the many books, magazine sand DVDs:
Wood selection
Tools & Equipment
Turning
Sanding
Finishes
Safety

